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committee's conclusicns regarding the admission and exploitation Df
athletes. He pointed out that the majority of TTU's 91/92 scholarship
athletes did not qualify for regular admission, that the situatioa was

Aftworst among football players, and that TTU's 6-year graduation raze for
Wfootball players was the lowest in the Southwest Conference and one of the

worst in the nation among Division 1-A schools. This was particuLarly true
for minority athletes. Of the 18 African Americans admitted to TTU with
football or basketball scholarships in 1985/86, only one graduated in six
years. Nathan also questioned the committee's conclusions regarding the
funding of athletics and its evaluation of elected faculty superv.Lsion of
athletics as "commendable" but unachievable. He asked the Senate to reject
the recommendation of Study Committee B and adopt the AAUP statement.

Rising to respond to the AAUP, Senator Goebel stated that he had written
much of Study committee B's report with input from other committee members.
He felt that while the AAUP statement has some good elements and had led to
some of the committee's recommendations, it was not "worthy of acceptance"
in total. It did not reflect the situation at TTU and was unrealistic and
inappropriate for Division I schools. Goebel stated that the committee
report had examined many issues; it had not examined others, such as
graduation rates, and had relied on information provided by the Athletic
Department and the administration. At one point Senator Weber held up the
thick NCAA report on rTu athletics that the committee had utilized and
invited others to "wale through" it if they wished. He also asserted that
the AAUP proposal was unrealistic and that the committee was concerned with
what was going on at rTu itself. Senator Hensley questioned the idea of
imposing any more restrictive change unless change had been demanded by the
students or thOse in the athletic department.

"'Study Committee B's decision not to recommend that the Athletic Council be
elected provoked comment. Senator Goebel stated that President Lawless had
already rejected any :thange in the composition of the Athletic Council.
Since this goal was ulattainable, the committee recommended more Limited
change in the method y which the Senate would elect the nominees it sent
to the president. Senator Elbow expressed concern with the attitude that
the faculty should no request something because it might be rejected. He
noted that the Senate had just gone over the W/WF policy for the third
time; while the Senate's original proposal had not been accepted, the new
administration policy was closer to the faculty's position than it had been
before. The faculty should ask for what it felt was proper and tight and
then negotiate. Sena-or Dunne argued that many of Study Committee B's
proposals were good; even if the committee had not called for everything
that might be desired, its proposals were a step forward. Weber pointed
out that some of its -ecommendations would not be favored by the Athletic
Department.

Throughout the discussion, senators requested that the committee resolve or
explain contradictory statements made in its report. Concerns were raised
about actual graduation rates; about which figures were correct, those in
the report or those in the AAUP document, and about what figures &nd
sources of information should be used; about the report's conclusions both
that the athletic budget was separate from the university's generea
operating funds and a:so that the Athletic Department received fuLds from
institutional appropr:ations, student activity fees, and bookstore

411revenues; and about wko actually controlled the athletic budget. It was
pointed out that although the monies going to Athletics from sources such
as the bookstore might make up only a small part of the Athletic Department
budget, such monies would make a significant contribution to protecting the
library's journal subscriptions. In the context of cutbacks, the funding
of athletics and academics needr serious consideration.
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Respectfully submitted,
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M. Catherine Miller
Secretary 1992-93
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